FERGUSON ACCESSORIES

save time - labor

Genuine FERGUSON PARTS and ACCESSORIES

THE FERGUSON SYSTEM of Mechanized Farming
A TRACTOR JACK that lifts itself

Not only a time saver, but a saver of labor and temper as well, the Ferguson Tractor-Jack lets the tractor "lift itself" to the height required.

Merely place two tubular steel frames beneath the tractor axles, connect the two arms of the rear frame to the lift links of the Ferguson Tractor, move the Finger Tip Control Lever, and the tractor "lifts itself".

Makes a fast, easy job out of changing tires or wheel tread widths.

Frames weigh 32 pounds and will lift the tractor plus 300 pounds.

LIGHTS... that lengthen the day

For those "couple extra hours" or an around-the-clock operation, these sealed beam headlights can lengthen the days during seasonal field work.

Prefocused at the factory, they provide a broad, even spread of light. Reflectors are completely sealed against dust. Kit includes two headlights for the front of the tractor, one light of the same size for the rear fender, and one tail light and bracket. Additional light brackets for the right- and left-hand fender are also available. Rear-mounted work light controlled by independent switch.

A BELT PULLEY that operates in 3 positions

No time is lost in maneuvering your Ferguson Tractor into close quarters or difficult spots for belt work. The three-position belt pulley works equally well to the right or to the left of the power take-off.

Direction of the belt, to provide a straight, or cross-belt drive, is easily changed by merely changing the mounting of the pulley from one side position to the other. Rear pulley mounting assures fast, easy line-up for belt work.
POWER TAKE-OFF CONVERSION KITS

Power Take-Off Swinging Drawbar Conversion Kit A-TO-88 Includes...

Clevis Assembly ... A-TO-71

Available as a single unit, the Clevis Assembly allows chains, cables, etc., to be attached to the tractor without the necessity of installing a conventional drawbar. A low-cost, convenient accessory for pulling stone boats and sleds or skidding logs.

Swinging Drawbar ... A-TO-72

The Swinging Drawbar used with the Clevis Assembly and for use with pull-type implements is available as a separate attachment. Swinging Drawbar becomes a stationary drawbar for use with power take-off operated machinery by merely dropping a bolt through the drawbar and guide. Exclusive Ferguson Notched Guide Bar holds drawbar rigid during backing.

Power Take-Off Adaptor Assembly and Guard... A-TO-73

The Power Take-Off Adaptor Assembly brings the power take-off shaft into correct relationship to the swinging drawbar to conform to standard A.S.A.E. specifications for all power take-off operated machinery.

Important...

The above three units, A-TO-71, A-TO-72, A-TO-73, may all be ordered separately for specific jobs, or as A-TO-88, the complete Power Take-Off Conversion Kit.

Power Take-Off Extension Drawbar Conversion Kit ... CLO-8920

The CLO-8920 Power Take-Off Conversion Kit was designed specifically for 9N and 2N tractors and their use with the Corn Picker or other power take-off driven drawbar equipment. This kit has a fixed position drawbar, with clamps bolting to the lower

STABILIZER KITS...

A-TO-59 ... Right and Left Side

The complete Stabilizer Kit attaches to the rear axle housing of the Ferguson Tractor and to the ends of the lower lift links to insure lateral stability. The complete Stabilizer Kit, A-TO-59, is required for the operation of the Ferguson Middlebster and Utility Blade Terracer.

A-TO-9782 ... Left Side Only

Where lateral stability is needed to hold the tractor and implement in correct relationship to swath, row or cut. One-half Stabilizer Kit A-TO-9782, Left Side Only, is required for the operation of the Side-Delivery Rake, the AEO Mower, and the Grain Drill.

WHEELS ... that do...

Heavy-Duty Front Wheels...

A Ferguson Standard Interchangeable Wheel is available for use on either the Wagon, Corn Picker or for heavy-duty service as front wheels of the Ferguson Tractor. Interchangeability keeps field breakdowns to a minimum.

Dual Rear Wheel Kit...

For handling heavy, pull-type machinery from tractor drawbar, for flotation in sandy soils, the Dual Rear Wheel Kit consists of spacers and spacers and spacers provides easy attachment and an extra set of wheels.
For Maintenance
THAT LENGTHENS TRACTOR LIFE

For the owner who takes pride in the appearance of his tractor, and wishes to protect it against unnecessary depreciation, this heavy, durable cover offers protection against dust, dirt and water.

It's a tailor-made tarpaulin, complete with straps, grommets and tie-ropes, that slips on and off the tractor easily. Especially designed to fit the Ferguson Tractor, it provides complete coverage to all engine parts.

Tire Pump Kit . . .

Remove a spark plug and insert the plug of this Tire Pump Kit and adaptor, if needed. Tractor, operating at idle speed, pumps only clean air—no gasoline, exhaust or oil fumes—into the tires. Dial Gauge gives instant, accurate tire pressure reading.

Paint...Primer...Protective Coating

Ferguson Standard Gray Enamel (quarts, gallons) for touch-up or a complete paint job. Zinc Chromate Primer (pints) and Protective Coating (quarts) developed especially to protect implement from rust and corrosion.

Oil Filter Replacement . . .

For constant, clean lubrication that insures long engine life and low maintenance costs, this cartridge-type oil filter removes dirt, sludge, carbon, grit and dust. Built to Ferguson-Fram specifications, each cartridge is reinforced with a metal band to prevent bursting or swelling.

Temperature Indicator Kit . . .

For the long hours of late fall, winter or early spring work, or year-around work in high altitudes, this easily installed Temperature Indicator Kit gives immediate warning of overheating or a low water level. Fast, easy, on-the-farm installation.

Ferguson Battery . . .

Instant starting, a smooth running electrical system and full-powered lights are yours with this specially designed battery built to Ferguson-Willard specifications. 13-plate, 6-volt, 80-ampere-hour, an automatic voltage and current regulator maintains a level charge regardless of load.
ROLLING FIN ASSEMBLY

The Rolling Fin is available as an accessory for use with either the Ferguson SKO or NKO Cultivators. Used only in exceedingly trashy conditions, the rolling, coulter-type fin cuts through cotton and corn stalks and surface trash that normally wind up and drag. The Rolling Fin is not recommended where the Standard Ferguson Blade Fin can be used.

COULTER ASSEMBLY

The Rolling Coulter and Shank Assembly are available for use with the Ferguson Middlebuster. Coulter splits ridges and cuts through stalks and surface trash that normally clog or drag on moldboards. Adjustable for a deep-working cut and sufficient penetration for the “busting-out” of flatlands. Easily attached and detached when converting Middlebuster to cotton and corn planter.

REVERSIBLE BLADE KIT

A kit of brackets and bolts that makes it possible to reverse the blade of the Ferguson Utility Blade Terracer for use as a rear-mounted “bulldozer” for back-filling. New position of blade still allows the complete range of tilt and angle adjustments.

DISC BLADE KIT

An easily handled kit that consists of a replacement package of 5 disc blades in either the 16 or 18-inch sizes. High-carbon, heat-treated steel blades to fit all Ferguson Disc Harrows. Square 7/8" arbor bolt holes allow use on most disc harrows.
SPECIAL EQUIPMENT for FERGUSON SYSTEM PLOWS

WEED HOOK ASSEMBLY

When clean plowing is a problem, the Weed Hook Assembly for Ferguson System Plows provides the necessary “hold-down” of trash and vegetation for complete coverage. The hooks attach to the plow beam by simple brackets. In operation, the moldboard turns the furrow slice toward the front hook and over the rear hook to guide and hold trash into the furrow bottom.

MOLDBOARD EXTENSIONS

These extensions provide the extra turning “kick” that lays the furrow slice completely over. They attach easily and readily to Ferguson System Moldboard Plows. Effective aids to clean plowing, trash coverage and the providing of the extra “seal” of a furrow slice for Corn Borer control. A “must” accessory when laying a furrow slice uphill or on the contour.

Harry Ferguson, Inc., reserves the right to change specifications without notice.